OUR COIN HOARDS were found during the eight seasons of excavation (1965)(1966)(1967)(1968)(1969)(1970)(1971)(1972) Although it is possible that two residents of Attica and Corinth both lost small hoards of very similar size and content by coincidence, it may be that these two similar hoards are connected in some way. It is possible that they may represent the currency in the possession of two of the Gothic invaders. This suggests that Alaric may have paid his troops during his invasion of Attica and Corinth with issues that had been minted more than ten years before. Alternati'vely, it may only mean that some of his forces seized a collection of these issues en route. 
Although it is possible that two residents of Attica and Corinth both lost small hoards of very similar size and content by coincidence, it may be that these two similar hoards are connected in some way. It is possible that they may represent the currency in the possession of two of the Gothic invaders. This suggests that Alaric may have paid his troops during his invasion of Attica and Corinth with issues that had been minted more than ten years before. Alternati'vely, it may only mean that some of his forces seized a collection of these issues en route.
CATALOGUE: HOARD I (Plate 37)
The Corinth Museum inventory number follows the catalogue number.
AE II, A.D. 378-383
Obverse: Bust of emperor, pearl diademed, draped and cuirassed, r. Reverse: Emperor standing facing, head I., holding Victory on globe in 1. hand, r. hand raising kneeling, turreted woman. 
HOARD II: FROM THE LATER 6TH CENTURY
On October 30 and November 1, 1971, a large concentration of coins mixed with at least 45 other objects was excavated on the east side of the bath-fountain complex (Fountain of the Lamps).12 It was located in an area directly west of, and even partially under, a marble monument base found at about the center of the hemispherical exedra. The base projected over the edge of the pool and was in line with a number of other blocks which also overlapped the pool's edge. The hoard lay just below the top of the swimming pool, on and inside its east edge, extending southward beside and under some of the blocks in line with the marble base and eastward on the edge of the pool in the exedra. Its western boundary was defined by one of the late rubble walls built early in the reign of Justin II.1' Smaller concentrations of coins were scattered near by to the south and east, slightly above and below the elevation of the large concentration. These do not differ in content from the main body of the hoard and were found in the same dumped fill. They have all been incorporated in the catalogue below.14 No evidence of a container for the hoard could be observed; the pottery in the area consisted of only non-joining sherds which could never have been united into a vessel to hold the hoard. Why then was the hoard not recovered by those who filled in this region, and how did it come to be spread in a thin lens over a fairly wide area? It seems impossible to consider the findspot of the hoard as the place in which it was originally concealed. It covers too large an area and would have been open to view by all passersby. A natural displacement, such as that caused by an earthquake, appears to be a more likely explanation. The hoard may have been hidden at first above the pool, probably near the top of the semidome of the exedra, easily reached from the high ground east of it. At some later date, a major earthquake might have destroyed at least the portion of the semidome concealing the hoard, throwing it down to the pool below, and spreading it in the manner in which it was found.'5 Earth and debris from behind the semidome perhaps fell after the hoard and covered it. The whole area was leveled off later with dumped fill, possibly debris from cleaning after the same earthquake, before the construction of the lime kiln in the exedra.
"4Because of the size of the area over which the hoard was spread, it could not be excavated together but was recorded with different pottery baskets and context lot numbers. Thus, the concentrations of coins near the hoard are really only the extension of it into areas excavated at different times. In a test excavation through the hoard area on September 20, 1971 of other objects in the hoard, immediately following). There are channels in the upper surfaces of the poros blocks that form the edge of the pool in the hoard area; although the earth filling them was no different from that surrounding the rest of the hoard, they were excavated separately as recorded, ibid., p. 45, Basket 52, Lot 7008, which contained ten coins (Nos. 4, 47, 48, 66, 92, 135, 148, 526-528). The final group associated with the hoard was removed from the fill of a square cutting in the edge of the pool in the hoard area, which was excavated separately and recorded, ibid., p. 66, Basket 67, Lot 7011, even though the earth was not different. It included two coins (Nos. 116 and 557 in the catalogue below, and also No. 15 of the catalogue of other objects in the hoard). Because of the area over which the hoard was dispersed, it is not impossible that a stray coin or coins may have been included in the catalogue. But comparison with other contemporary hoards has not revealed any specimens unlikely to have been part of the original group. 15Analogous circumstances are suggested to explain the findspot of a similar group; see "Agora SW Hoard", of which Edwards writes that the coins "were scattered on the pavement at one end of the shop, where they had fallen seemingly from some receptacle above. The excavators of the Agora believe that this whole section was destroyed by an earthquake and abandoned in haste. The proprietor then fled in a panic, leaving his money in the money-drawer, from which it fell with the upper structure of the shop and was scattered on the floor below. The inference is clear." Scranton (Corinth XVI, p. 8) associates this hoard with an earthquake recorded for the year 551. But since this hoard contained five palm-tree nummi, it seems likely that it was associated with a later earthquake, which might also be the same one that I suggest scattered Gymnasium Hoard II.
At first some of the coins in the hoard were collected individually. But, as its full extent became apparent, most were grouped in large find envelopes and cleaned before being given individual coin numbers. Thus we cannot now know how many coins were originally excavated, but a total of 579 have survived cleaning."6 Only 200, or slightly more than one third of these, however, are attributable. The reasons for the poor condition of the coins include the wetness of the Fountain of the Lamps, which speeds the corrosion of bronzes, the wear on many of the coins, and 'the careless minting techniques employed at the time the coins were issued.17 The following is a summary of the contents of the hoard: '6In the filling of one of the find envelopes in the field, the number of coins put in it was counted as 252. When cleaned, there were 115 coins and one bronze droplet (Corinth coin inventory numbers 71-778-71-893), or almost a 55% loss in cleaning. Since this was the only count made in the field, it cannot be known if the loss was the same for the rest of the hoard. From the condition of the pieces which survived cleaning, however, it is more than likely that what was lost was not legible. The original count in the field may also have included fragments of green earth and pebbles from the corrosion products around the hoard coins. A similar percentage of survival for a hoard of about the same date is reported for "Kenchreai", pp. 89-91, and also for the "Agora SW Hoard" from Corinth, where the excavator reported 900 coins and only 460 survived cleaning. The coins that were put separately into envelopes in the field were assigned numbers at the end of each day with the rest of the excavation coins, while the ones that were collected in groups were not assigned numbers until later, after they were cleaned. This circumstance explains the great variation in the Corinth coin inventory numbers assigned to the hoard coins. Of those collected individually, only two were lost in cleaning (71-544 and 71-546). 19Other late hoards which contained somewhat similar objects include "Isthmia" with two small bronze pieces, "Zacha" (p. 159) with 60 crumbling metal fragments, and "Volo" (p. 1) with nine specimens which were not struck, 20 very thin "tapped" pieces, and about 100 slivers of brittle metal. . Palm-tree types are also absent in three hoards in which the latest coin belongs to the 5th century: "Volo" with 2231 coins buried in the reign of Zeno, "Yale", found between Corinth and Dalmatia with 928 coins of which 515 were legible, buried in the reign of Leo, and "Dalmatia" with 2197 coins buried in the reign of Leo. Although negative evidence cannot prove the point, the size of these hoards, even though the nummi in them are often poorly preserved and badly struck, should allow for the inclusion of a few legible palm-tree types if these were circulating in the later 5th and first half of the 6th centuries. The fresh condition of the palm-tree reverses in the hoards of late 6th-century date suggests that they are likely to have been minted in the reigns of Justin II, Tiberius II or even perhaps early in the reign of Maurice. It is interesting that Hahn (II, p. 124, no. 134) cites the hoard "Zacha" in his catalogue of palm-tree reverse types attributed to Maurice. He must be dating the burial of the hoard later than 597-601, although the latest datable coins suggest that it was hidden around 550; see footnote 24 above.
:3OSee footnote 25 above. If it should turn out that Hahn in correct in his attribution of the palm-tree reverse type to late in the reign of Maurice, A.D. 597-601, it would necessitate a rethinking of the burial of Gymnasium Hoard II and the others now related to the Slavic invasion of the early 580's (footnotes 24 and 25 above). It might be that the invasion created a mood for hoarding, but few coins of larger denomination were circulating at Corinth. Therefore, the collector of the Gymnasium hoard had to make do with nummi minted after the reign of Justin II, which he continued to collect until the earthquake (on this hypothesis to be dated after 597-601) scattered the hoard over the pool area. I think, however, the dated coins in a number of similar hoards are sufficient evidence to favor the minting of the palm-tree reverses before the Slavic invasion. ( Fig. 1:16 54The obverse legend is different from that read in DO and Bib/Nat. 55The year is certain because the size and spacing of the legible X require a second X to be restored above it. The spacing of the two legible I's requires a third to be restored to the right. 56Hahn (I, p. 60 and note 60) points out that the circle as well as the style of these pentanummia with a cross makes it possible to attribute them to Constantinople and to distinguish them from the pentanummia with a wreath minted at Carthage (Hahn 203) and in the reign of Justin II at Rome (Hahn 86). 71-781, -894, -958-961, -1045-1047, -1103, -1104, -1126-1130, -1183, -1184, -1216, -1229 Traces of bust r.
HALF-FOLLES
( Fig. 1:20 71-760, -818-880, -916-945, -999-1033, -1079-1102, -1116-1122, -1143-1175, -1204, -1205  -1208-1211, -1220-1222, -1243-1270, -1275, -1279, -1280, -1283-1285, -1302-1307, -1311 '&sThe coins in the body of the hoard were cleaned as if they were made of silver. Copper corrosion products had leached to the surfaces of the two coins found above the hoard so that, like all billon at Corinth, they could not be distinguished from bronze coins in the field. Those two coins, consequently, were cleaned like bronze coins by electrochemical reduction which plated them with a copper coating. The coins were all weighed after cleaning.
' To test the possibility that the coins were hoarded shortly after minting, I tried to do a die study of them. The monogram and Lucca mint mark are not aligned within each die with the inscriptions around the outer edge. The letters of the inscriptions and the size of the monograms and mint marks also vary considerably. Thus any coins in the hoard made from the same dies, even if poorly struck or worn, should be readily apparent. There are no coins from the same dies in the hoard, nor are any dies even very close in any of the variables so noted. It would seem that this hoard was collected after the coins had been in circulation so that it would be unlikely for die-linked examples to be included.
Gymnasium ,Hoard IV is in agreement with the stylistic observations that Metcalf made about the Eastern and Corinthian hoards: "The extremes of style are, on the one hand, coins with small, neat lettering, quite well struck on round flans, and, on the other hand, coins with thick, crowded lettering, of rude workmanship on flans tending towards a square shape, and often with a damaged impression ... ."96 He suggests that these stylistic extremes reflect an earlier and a later variety. He cautions that the coins are not easily grouped and that there are gradations between the stylistic extremes. This, too, the Gymnasium Henry and Conrad II coins reflect, but they belong to Metcalf's earlier, neater group. Part of the problem with these billon dinari is that they are often so hurriedly struck that the die impression can range from very shallow to very deep, sometimes on opposite edges of the same coins. In addition the dies were used until they became so worn that the types are almost illegible, particularly the legend around the edges.
This hoard of billon dinari is certainly a traveler's hoard because it consists of coins not in general circulation in the area in which it was found.97 Byzantine coinage supplied "'4The N has a clearly slanted bar in a great majority of the legible examples, but sometimes it is more horizontal, like an H, if it is not, in fact, an H. The I is often almost square and is clearly a mistake as in the debased monogram of Otto, since Conrad was spelled Chuonrat in Franconia and Latinized to Chuonradus. I am grateful to Professor James Marchand for this information.
